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EDITOR’S 

NOTE

The Official Newsletter of the 
Mabalingwe Common Property 
Association
R516  Rooiberg / Thabazimbi Rd
Bela Bela
Tel:  014001 7240

Services:
matie@wbpm.co.za
Communications:
webmaster@mabalingwe.org.za
Website:
www.mabalingwe.org.za

Compliments of the season to our owners and stakeholders – may 2019 be a happy and
successful year for you and your families, personally and professionally.

Mabalingwe was a hive of activity over the festive season with high occupancy rates in
all types of accommodation on offer. The varied entertainment options and facilities
were well used and enjoyed by visitors and owners alike. The best Christmas present
for the reserve was the rain which fell over the festive period, filling the dams and in
some cases turning usually dry stream-bed crossings into a 4 x 4 challenge of man and
machine. The flooding has now subsided but the full dams bode well for the winter
season to come.

Since its inception, the MCPA has worked to build a cohesive and improved Greater
Mabalingwe in terms of services, infrastructure and experience. Although much has
been done, there is still much work to do. Although the MCPA represents many of the
body corporates and offers services to adjoining farms, to date there is not been one
body representing all of the land-owners within the fence line; this is a statutory
requirement for the issuing of various permits for having game on the property. Jan
Zeederberg explains the formation of this association in this issue of the newsletter.

You will also read about the plans regarding game ownership in the pages that follow –
we all bought into the Greater Mabalingwe for the purpose of enjoying an African
nature experience and the animals are a huge part of that experience. The model
offers scope for everyone who is a part of the Greater Mabalingwe family to become
involved should they so wish.

Two problems that are on-going is that of noise and over-crowding
– we’ve included some guidelines and suggestions in this issue 
in the hope of reducing this increasing trend.

It’s AGM season and we wish all Body Corporates successful
meetings and fellowship. 

Until the next time, kind regards

Sandy



FINANCIAL 

OVERVIEW

Mabalingwe’s financial position and management continues to improve from what the
position had been a number of years ago - in no small way this is due to tighter financial
management, improved budgeting and increased Board oversight.

The Mabalingwe Common Property Association (MCPA) ended the 2018 financial year in
a healthy position with Net Profit Before Tax marginally ahead of what was budgeted and
with strict liquidity management ended the year with a positive liquidity balance (reserve)
of R 0,7 million.

Total Income for the year at R 18,5 million was in line with the budget when accounting for
electricity usage charges, which are effectively collected on behalf of Eskom, that were
much lower compared to that budgeted. Levies at R 6,0 million was in line with budget
and are being collected efficiently from all members.

Total expenses were well controlled over the year and were, in general, within budget.

Security related expenses remain a significant item of outgo for the reserve and at R 3,2
million was in line with budget. The much-improved security situation experienced in the
past couple of years, compared to previously, is testimony to the derived benefit from the
ongoing investment in the maintenance of security.

The hosting of the Working on Fire Team onsite at Mabalingwe has yielded a material
saving in respect of fire prevention costs and is another very positive and beneficial
development for the reserve whilst providing “peace of mind” during the dry winter
months.

Refuse management and removal from the reserve has been outsourced to an outside
contractor. While there was a near term cost impact relating to the rehabilitation of the
on-site refuse area to enable its closing down, and to the initiation of the outsourcing
contract, it will have a positive longer term impact.

In conclusion, the financial position of Mabalingwe has improved steadily over the past
number of years with the financial year ending 31 December 2018 showing a healthy
surplus. The new developments around game ownership and management in Mabalingwe
described elsewhere in this newsletter also promises to have a positive financial impact. It
will ensure a more equitable sharing of the reserve management expenses related to veld
and game management between land owners and game owners in Mabalingwe.

Prepared by

Pierre de Klerk
MCPA Board Member



FINANCES 
BANK BALANCE

The graphs below reflect the MCPA bank balance from 2016 till 2019 and illustrate how the

reserve management’s liquidity position has steadily improved over the past 18 months.



FINANCES 
LIQUIDITY
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LAND 

OWNERS 
ASSOCIATION

MABALINGWE – THE LAY OF THE LAND

Mabalingwe covers an area of 8 800 hectares and has a multitude of land owners enclosed

by a fence stretching over just more than 46 kilometres.

The cadastral map shown below, overlying a Google Earth image, provides a basic overview

of the land portions and the respective owners.

The orange line depicts the fence line and the land portions and the white text depicts the
land managed through the MCPA . The land portions with the yellow text are totally
independently owned and managed. Cognisance must be taken that even though the MCPA
manages the land portions shown in white text, it does not imply that the land is owned by
the MCPA.

With no internal fences between the properties, game is free to roam the entire 8 800
hectares, with the exception of the lions kept in an enclosed camp.

Prepared by

Jan Zeederberg
MCPA Board Member & Chairman



LAND 

OWNERS 
ASSOCIATION
continued

The need for Mabalingwe

land owners to work together

Even though Mabalingwe has existed since the 1990’s, and reached a 90% development
stage between the years 2005 to 2010, a formal relationship has never existed between all
the land owners within the 8 800-hectare area known as Mabalingwe.

The need for all land owners within Mabalingwe to work together strongly stems from a
statutory (legal) requirement for keeping, hunting, catching and managing game within an
enclosed area.

Amongst others, land owners require a special permit in terms of the Environmental
Management Act (Act 7 of 2003) of the Limpopo Provincial Government to allow others to:

• Hunt or catch live wild animals on their properties;
• Sell dead or live animals from their properties;
• Convey dead or live animals from the properties;
• Convey live animals to the land;
• Assist with the hunting, catching or conveyance of animals on the land.

In addition, special permits are required to keep some of the larger game with elephants and
rhinos being prime examples. The board of the MCPA has decided to facilitate the process to
bring all the land owners within the Mabalingwe fences together with a view to work
towards the formal establishment of an association to achieve the following general
objectives:

1. Apply to the authorities for the permits required to keep, hunt, catch and in general
manage wild animals in the area known as Mabalingwe;

2. Formalise an arrangement between the land owners to maintain a suitable habitat to
keep wild animals within Mabalingwe, attending to the following features:
• Fences to keep the animals;

• Grazing for the animals (this will include basic protection against veld fires);

• Water for the animals.

With the land owners historically not being the owners of the game, it is also foreseen that
the newly formed association will jointly establish conditions whereby others may keep
game on their land.

The MCPA-board has made it a priority for 2019 to act as a catalyst to establish a
Mabalingwe Land Association and in that reach towards a sustainable future for all within
the enclosed area.

Prepared by

Jan Zeederberg
MCPA Board Member & Chairman



Become 

a Game

owner

An invitation to become

a game owner in Mabalingwe

For Mabalingwe one of the events of the year 2017 was the fatal accident of Dr Dirk Snyman,

as a shareholder of Bellaqua the part-owner of the Itaga farms and also the owner of 50% of

the game within Mabalingwe.

The game previously owned by Dr Snyman has been put up for sale by the widow of Dr

Snyman with negotiations far advanced to purchase her game. The transaction will be

undertaken under the auspices of the MCPA board, but the MCPA will not be the buyer nor will

the MCPA finance the transaction. The proposed transaction has been discussed with the

owner of the other 50% of the game and is supported and seen by all as an important

progressive step towards the future of Mabalingwe.

The MCPA board has overseen the establishment of a company called “Friends of Mabalingwe 

Investments” which will serve as the buyer of the game - all interested land owners are invited 

to become shareholders in “Friends of Mabalingwe Investments” and therefore be part-

owners of the Mabalingwe game.

More information will be shared as it becomes available, but indications are that an amount in

the order of R6,2 million will be required to purchase the 50% of the game that is up for sale

and establish some running capital for the first year of operations. Up to 300 shares at a cost

estimated at R21 000 per share will be available to bona-fide land owners within Mabalingwe.

Owners are invited to register an interest in becoming a shareholder of “Friends of

Mabalingwe Investments”, established with the exclusive objective of owning 50% of the

game that roams within Mabalingwe. As mentioned, the initial setup of the company and the

allocation of shares will be managed by the MCPA board, in a fair and transparent manner,

with the newly established company then running its own affairs once established.

Prepared by

Jan Zeederberg
MCPA Board Member & Chairman



Become 

a Game

owner
continued

In closing, the game previously owned by Dr Snyman came up for sale and the MCPA Board

initiated a plan to purchase the 50% portion of the game, with all owners of property in

Mabalingwe being afforded the opportunity to become shareholders in the company. Final

details will be made available during March, but it is foreseen that the transaction will be

completed during April this year and that the new owners will already share in the mass game

capture scheduled for the first half of 2019 as part of the ongoing management of game

numbers in Mabalingwe.

Should you be interested in taking up a share (or more than

one share) at approximately R21 000 per share, please send

an e-mail before 11 March 2019 to

friends.of.mabalingwe@gmail.com requesting further

information. Please provide your name, contact number,

detail of property owned in Mabalingwe and the number of

shares you would be interested in acquiring. Once the

interest shown has been registered and the overall interest

been determined, a first round allocation of shares will take

place and contractual documentation with full details

circulated by 20 March 2019. The MCPA board has requested

Bruno Penzhorn (Mab 8) and Doug Madden (Mab 1) to

oversee the share allocation process. Please take note that

full payment for the allocated share(s) will be required by 12

April 2019. The documents to be signed and returned by 5

April and full payment to be made by 12 April 2019 – all in

time for the issue of share certificates by 30 April which

aligns with the date upon which transfer of ownership of

the game will take place.



You’ve just started the fire, poured yourself a drink and settled on the patio when thumping music,

shouts and hollering from a nearby house shatter your peace and tranquillity. We’ve all experienced

it and we all have the same negative reaction. An allied problem is that of overcrowding which is

placing a strain on infrastructure and services.

There is a solid policy in place regarding noise and the system works very well – seldom does

Security ever need to return to a unit a second time – the problem is that many owners or visitors to

owners homes do not alert security about the breach of rules until they leave on a Sunday or a

Monday. There is no point in having a miserable weekend and complaining after the fact. If there is

a noise disturbance CALL SECURITY IMMEDIATELY. They will send out properly trained and

uniformed security officers who will deal with the problem in a polite yet effective manner.

Don’t take the attitude of “I don’t want to be seen as a complainer”, “I don’t want to be a party

pooper”; Mabalingwe is about enjoying the tranquillity of the bush and nature, it is not a party place.

If you have a noise complaint CALL SECURITY IMMEDIATELY – don’t wait until 10pm or until the

sun sets – the rules state “no excessive noise at any time” so if the thumping music starts at 8am.

The longer you allow the party to continue, the more difficult it is for the security personnel to

reason with people possibly under the influence of lots and lots of alcohol.

It is also incumbent on agents and owners who let properties to advise would-be renters of the rules;

this doesn’t mean just attaching the one-page list of abridged rules or having it in the unit (by the

time they arrive on the farm in party-mode it’s too late!) . Those renting properties are asked to

include something along these lines in response to all enquiries….

Thank you for your enquiry regarding accommodation at Mabalingwe  –

 the ideal place for a quiet and tranquil bushveld experience.

Please note that noise restrictions apply and that visitors are asked

to keep all noise to a minimum at all times.

Further, in terms of the Occupation Certificate issued by the relevant Municipal Authority, the unit 

offered can accommodate …….. persons only – any people in excess of this number will either not be 

admitted to the property or could be asked to leave.

Some agents and owners insist on renters taking a cleaning service – this certainly allows for better

control on numbers in a unit.

NOISE & 

OVER-

CROWDING

Prepared by

Sandy Morton
MCPA Board Member



NOISE & 

OVER-

CROWDING
continued

Only by calling security to register a noise or over-crowding complaint can the procedures in

place be triggered.

Here is the current procedure being followed by the MCPA’s security personnel with regard to

noise – it has proved very effective, with very few instances of a second visit being needed by

Security.

Current Noise Pollution Procedure

Any conduct which disturbs the peace and 
tranquillity is not permitted. Please respect 
the fact that the Reserve is situated in a 
Nature Reserve and all persons are requested 
to act accordingly. 

NOISE:
Excessive and unnecessary noise of any kind 
and raucous behaviour by individuals 
constitutes a disturbance of the peace under 
these rules. 
All noise is to be kept to a minimum at all 
times and across the entire Reserve, with no 
noise from 22h00. 
Complaints regarding noise or undesirable 
conduct may be reported to the Mabalingwe 
Control Room; such reports must be made at 
the time of the infringement.

1st Offence:
Reaction team verify the complaint.
Verbal request to adhere to the noise policy.

2nd Offence:
Owner of unit notified by control room.
Final verbal warning to the culprits.
Charge of call-out fee to the owner of the unit.

3rd Offence:
Owner of unit notified by control room.
Penalty issued to the owner.
Charge of call-out fee.



NOISE & 

OVER-

CROWDING
continued

The noise issue on Mabalingwe is becoming a weekly issue of debate and heated WhatsApp

discussions.

Some realistic thinking to consider:

1) Many people did not anticipate renting out their homes when they initially bought, but

financial or circumstances of them not getting to visit the farm, means that some owners have

gone the rental route to cover their costs – not necessarily to make a profit.

2) Not all renters make a noise – not all homeowners are quiet.

3) The “no businesses” clause in the Rules was written before the advent of so many rented

properties and was meant more to disallow a noisy scrapyard or sawmill type of business.

Whether renting a house can be deemed as a business is in question – if you are running a

catered lodge for payment, then no doubt that is a business, but as the owners/staff are there

all the time, the conduct of visitors is under close scrutiny and usually not a problem.

(Note: anyone running a lodge would need to disclose such to the BC and there may be a

requirement to get certification from the relevant municipal hygiene authority).

If I let my friends use my home for the weekend without payment, that’s not a business, but

that doesn’t mean they won’t make a noise or cause a disturbance.

One last point in terms of noise is that unfortunately some units are close to each other and even

normal conversation and laughter can infringe on the peace of a neighbour. This is a regrettable

reality for a few homes and out of the control of the MCPA or the security personnel.

Anyone affected by noise is asked to be reasonable in terms of an actual noise disturbance as

opposed to merely the close proximity of one unit to another.

CALL SECURITY IMMEDIATELY

to register a noise or over-crowding complaint

014 001 7240    - 083 272 4851    - 082 546 9052



MCPA 

UPDATE

- security

Security remains a priority on Mabalingwe. Our effort to have more visible reaction teams 

during the night, combined with the increasing number of owners installing Videofied® 

systems, have paid off. The comparative statistics also bear witness to our security model.   
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Please feel free to contact Louis Roux, our security manager for any assistance and advise

with regards to security systems around your unit.

Prepared by

Louis Roux
Security Manager



MCPA 

UPDATE
- FIRE

Mabalingwe did not experience any major destructive fires; although we did have major fires

around Mabalingwe with a fire once again threatening our tranquil beauty.

On Saturday evening the 17th of November 2018 lighting caused a grassland fire on the Farm

Boekenhout situated at the back of Mabalingwe. Members from Mabalingwe were

dispatched to assist with the firefighting efforts. The fire was contained, but on Sunday

morning the 18th of November 2018, the fire flared up again. Due to a strong wind that was

blowing, embers “jumped” the gravel road between Mabalingwe and the farm, and set the

grass alight next to the Boekenhoutplaat fence. Members of the Mabalingwe fire fighting

team were close by and managed to extinguish the fire quickly before it could spread into the

reserve.

I want to take this opportunity to say thank you to 

all the people who was involved in assisting with firefighting 

efforts in and around Mabalingwe in 2018. These individuals 

are always on the ready, always willing to help at any time 

night or day, sometimes putting in long hours to protect 

Mabalingwe from fires on neighboring farms. 

Thank you for your dedication and hard work. 

2019 Fire season is ahead of us, whatever this season

holds in store for us, we will be ready to face it head on.

Prepared by

Ashley Theron
Fire Marshall



MCPA 

UPDATE
- personnel

Goodbye 

Johan Oberholzer has been an anchor in our 
maintenance department for the last eight 
years. He will be remembered for his 
friendliness and willingness to always walk 
the extra mile. He will be retiring at his small 
holding close to Mabalingwe. 
We wish Johan and Ina all the best for this 
exciting time in their lives.

HELLO

We welcome DONALD MAYNES to our 
Maintenance Department. Donald is no 
stranger to Mabalingwe as he has been 
working for the Mabalingwe Share Block for 
many years.  Donald and his wife are 
expecting their first child in March.  Prepared by

Matie Barnard
General Manager



MCPA 

UPDATE

- projects

ENTRANCE GATE
First impressions count! With this in mind, the MCPA is currently looking to upgrade the

entrance gate to Mabalingwe with regards fencing, paving, landscaping and traffic flow.

The current building meets many of our security needs but there are still some aspects that

require an upgrade for better security management. The influx of visitors into Mabalingwe

on a Friday and out on a Sunday, with cross traffic from home-owners and visitors to the

caravan park creates some traffic flow issues which the MCPA are looking to address. The

aesthetics of the area also needs work to create a better first impression.

MCPA WEBSITE
In response to a sizeable influx of visitors to the MCPA’s website 

with accommodation enquiries, the MCPA’s website 

for members and owners has a new home page 

which directs people to the varying 

accommodation options.  

To enter the members and owners portal, 

click on the bottom block which will 

link you to the MCPA owners’ site.

Owners are asked to make use of the 

website, particularly for the purpose 

of pre-registering visitors.Prepared by

Sandy Morton
MCPA Board Member



MABALINGWE

weather

Prepared by

Matie Barnard
General Manager



IMPORTANT 

CONTACT 

DETAILS

Editor : Sandy Morton

Layout : Liesl Vorster

Security 

Mabalingwe Control Room 24/7 security service, alarm monitoring

controlroom@wbpm.co.za

systems@wpmproperties.co.za

014 001 7240

083 272 4851

082 546 9052

Police SAPS Bela Bela 014 736 9700

Medical (Emergencies)

Ambulance Provincial ambulance Bela Bela 014 736 2121

Provincial Hospital Bela Bela Provincial Hospital 014 736 2121

St Vincent Private Hospital Private hospital in Bela Bela 014 736 2310

Trauma Private ambulance service 014 736 2831

Medical (General)

Medlin Pharmacy

Weekdays 08:30 – 18:00

Saturdays 08:30 – 13:30

Sundays and Holidays 10:30 – 12:00 014 736 2285

Van Heerden Pharmacy

Weekdays 08:00 – 19:00

Saturdays 08:00 – 12:00 & 17:00 – 19:00

Sundays and Holidays 10:00 – 12:00 & 17:00 – 19:00

014 736 2301

Drs Bergh & Coertze Local doctors based in Bela Bela 014 736 2290

Drs Emslie & De Jonge Local doctors based in Bela Bela 014 736 2032

Drs Grobler & De Villiers Local doctors based in Bela Bela 014 736 2220

Water and Electricity Problems

Control Room 24/7 Electrical or Water problems 014 001 7240

Resort Facilities

Reception Office hours 07:00 – 22:00 014 001 7011

Game Drives and Activities Information and bookings at Mabalingwe 014 001 7011

Restaurant

Breakfast:  07:00 – 11:00

Lunch:  11:00 – 15:30

Dinner:  18:30 – 21:30

014 736 9019

Farm Shop

Mondays to Thursdays 09:00 – 17:00

Fridays 09:00 – 19:00

Saturdays 09:00 – 17:00

Sundays 08:00 – 16:00

014 001 7011

Ladies Bar Mondays to Sundays 10:00 – 20:00 014 001 7011

Caravan Park, Shop and Liquor Store 014 736 6090


